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INTBQDUCTIOM

slanagerrent of migratory fishes by the states has always been difficult.

Certain marine and anadrcrmus species spend at least part of their life

cycle beyond the jurisdiction of any single state and the circumstances under

which an individual state can regulate the taking of fish beyond its terri-
1

torial limits are extrerrrely limited. Further, state regulatory efforts have

too often been inconsistent and a hinderance to the efficient harvesting of a
2

particular fishery. To overcare these problerrrs requires coordinated

regional management either by groups of states, the states and the federal

government, or by international agreement, depending on the fishery involved.

This concept of cccrdinated regional fishery management is mandatory under the
3

Fisheries Conservation and Managerrant Act of 1976, which provides the

structure for coordinating state, federal, and international interests in-

volved in fisheries manag~nt.

The Fisheries Conservation and Management Act will probably not, how-

ever, end the need for regional fishery manag~nt by the states. The federal

legislation, as will be discussed later, is primarily directed tnvard fish

harvested beyorrd state territorial waters or in international waters. There

are species, for example south Atlantic shrimp and menhaden, that are caught

primarily inshore.~ The existing need for regional management of species

such as these remains largely unaddressed by the Fisheries Conservation and

l~agement Act and should be resolved by the states themselves, Further,

the Act leaves s~ uawer in the hands of the states over those species which

are harvested beyond state territorial waters, ~ thich can est effectively

be exercised by groups of states acting in concert. Therefore, the need for

coordinated regional fisheries managarant by the states will remain, despite

the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act. A possible candidate to fill



this need on the Atlantic seaboard is Amendment One o he Atlantic States

7
Marine Fisheries Compact.

The purpose of this study is to examine hm~ Amencznent One and the Co-,�

pact itself can be used to facilitate regional management of selected

fisheries. The studv will concentrate first on the authority of the states

to regulate fisheries on a regional basis after enactme~t of the Fisheries

Conservation and Management Act and then on the legal requirements for

utilizing the Amendrnmt One process for coordinated regional managemer t in

light of its legislative hi tory. Further, an analysis will be made of

Arrendment One's use by Maine, Massachusetts and New Hampshire to regulate

the northern shrimp fishery. The study will conclude with a suggested approach

to the use of Amendment One which could be uniformlv adopted by interested

states.

PART I

Prelimi Considerations Affecting

State Fisheries Management on A Regional Basis

 A! The Effect of The Fishe Conservation and Mana ement Act of l976 on

State Power to Regulate Marine Fisheries

To a great extent the future utility of Amendment One as a Vehicle

for regional fisheries managenent by the states is dependent on the

degree tc which state authoritv to regulate fishing has been preempted

by the Fisheries Conservation and Iiazagement Act. The statute extends

the territorial jurisdiction of the United States over most fisheries

to 200 miles from the coast and creates regional :isheries management

councils which must develop management plans for all ishezies in their



geographical area. The plans, after approval by the Secretary of

Coerce, kecare federal law. The statute also provides for alloca-

tion of catches between United States and foreign fishermen. Since

the regional councils have a mandatory duty to develop management

plans for all fisheries within their areas, this could preanpt to st degree

the authority of the states to regulate fishing. For this reason, the

provisions of the Act, especially its treatment of state power, must be

The only express sta~nt in the Fisheries Conservation and Manage-

rrent Act on state regulatory authority over fisheries is contained in

section 306, which provides as follows:

 a! IN CZNERAL. � Except as provided in sub-section {b!,
nothing in the Act shall be construed as extending or diminish-
ing the jurisdiction or authority of any State within its
boundaries. No State may directly or indirectly regulate
any fishing which is engaged in by any fishing vessel outside
its boundaries, unless such vessel is registered under the laws
of such state.
 b! EXCEPTION. � �! If the Secretary finds, after notice
and an opportunity for hearing in accordance with section 554
of title 5, United States Code, that�

 A! the fishing in a fishery, which is covered
by a fishery managanent plan implermnted under this
Act, is engaged in predcxninately within the fishery
conservation zone and beyond such zone; and
 B! any state has taken any action, or cxritted to take
any action, the results of which will substantiaLly and
adversely affect the carrying out af such fishery
ITHnagEXIKIlt p Lan;

the Secretary shall prcxrptly notify such State and the
appropriate council of such finding and of his intention
to regulate the applicable fishery within the bo~ies of
such State  other than its internal waters!, pursuant to
such fishery manag~t plan.

�! If the Secretary, pursuant to this subsection,
assurtes responsibility for the regulation of any fishery,
the State involved may at any tiara thereafter apply to the
Secretary for reinstatement of its authority over such
fishery. If the Secretary finds that the reasons for which
he assumed such regulation no longer prevail, he shall



promptly terminate such regulation.

Of significance is this section' declaration that nothing in

the Act is intended to either diminish or enlarge the authority of

a state within its boundaries and that the states retain authority

tc cxtraterritorially regulate vessels registered in the regulating

state. This suggests that, except for the limited circumstances described

in section 306 b!, the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act is not

meant to drastically affect existing state regulatory authority over

fisheries. Section 306 suggests, then, that the authority of the states

to engage in ccordinated regional management inside the three mile limit

will remain largely unaffected by the Act. Extraterritorially, however,

there are significant changes. The Act has substantially altered the

historical federal-state allocation of responsibilities over fisheries

nanagement beyond state waters. Before its passage, the federal govern-

rrent, while having authority to regulate fishing by United States vessels

beyond state boundaries, had not exercised its power and the only

effective controls had been individual state extraterritorial regulation.

Bv the passage of the Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, Congress

chose to fill this regulatory void by creation of a series of regional

councils with authority to develop management plans applicable from the

seaward boundaries of the coastal state to the 200 miles extended

jurisdiction line. Since the councils have an affirmative duty to formulate

plans for all fisheries within their regions, broad exercise of their

powers could potentially eliminate entirely the need for coordinated

regional management by the states themselves for fisheries beyond state

waters. In such a case, the individual states presumably could still



recI. late .hc noctis ities of their os vessels beyond state waters under section
306 of the Act, however all other vessels would be controlled by federal
regulations de,eIoI+4 b~ the appropriate regional council and pror~lgated
by the Secretary of Corrrnerce. Any need for individual states to coordinate
their extraterritorial regulations to achieve regional uniformity would

then become unnecessary.

I'hat the regional councils will fully utilize their authority under

the Act, however, is uncertain. The Fisheries Conservation and Managarent

Act, while providing that the regional councils may comprehensively

recsulate fishing beyond state territorial waters, does not compel them
to do so. t;Wile all fisheries within a. particular council's terri-

torial boundaries must he the subject of a manage.nt plan, the plans at

a minim m must only include a description of the fishery, its probable

~irnum and optimum sustainable yields, an assess' nt of the ataunt of

the cat"h a..ailable for harvest by foreign vessels, and measures which

are necessary, for the conservation and manag~nt of the fishery. ~ In the
discretion of the councils, the plans may additionally contain season

limitations, gear restrictions, catch and size limits, and recIuire a

permit to fish. Thus, it is possible that the regional councils will16

not directly regulate all fisheries but act only as information gathering

bulies on catch limits and optimum yields in order to regulate over-

fishing b, foreign vessels. If that is the case, the regional councils

may not necessarily become involved in directly regulating ckxrestic
fishing vessels, or they may choose to regulate ccmprehensively scxre but

not all fisheries, or they may choose to establish season closings

but leave unaddressecf problems of gear and size limitation. The point

to emphasize is that there may be substantial gaps in the canprehensive-



ness of regulation by the regional councils which perhaps could
be legitimately addressed by the states, acting either individually
or collectively on a regional basis. It may be possible to have
sate degree of regional council regulation for a particular fishery
and supplatental extraterritorial state regulation on a regional
basis covering those needs not addressed by the council. Zven after
the Fisheries Conservation and management Act, then, coordinated

regional fisheries management by the states, both inside and outside
state territorial waters, scans possible.

A second area of potential coordinated regional action by the

states under the Act also exists. Under section 303 b! �!, the regional
councils have the discretion to incorporate into their management plans
for particular fisheries " � the relevant fishery conservation and

management measures of the coastal states nearest to the fishery." The obvious

purpose of this provision is to provide coordination be~ state and

federal regulation of a particular fishery. Under this provision it

would be possible for a group of states to adopt coordinated regulations for

a particular fishery, allowing the councils in turn to look to the states

as a source of substantive regulations for their regional management

plans. Nhile not direct regulation, this approach allows the states a

means of influencing the councils and through them the ultimate content

of federal regulations.

After passage of the Fisheries Conservation and Mareganent Act a role

for regional fisheries management efforts by the states appears to exist.

The Act scans to leave room for such actions within state waters,

extraterritorially when the regional councils have not themselves already

adopted regulations, anc as a source of uniform regulations which the



councils can refer to in formulating manag~nt plans. These possi-

bilities remain, of course, speculative and subject to the degree of

regulatory aggressiveness exhibited by the regional councils. Perhaps

it is safe to state at this point only that the F'isheries Conservation

and Nanaganent Act leaves a potentially significant role for regional

fisheries managarent by the states. The various nathods of filling that

r»e will next be examined.

 b! Coordinated ional Fi sheries Mana ~t By the St.ates: Can@acts,

Uniform State Laws, and Reci r

There are several ~s by which the states can ~age fisheries

on a regional basis, specifically the Amendment One process, coordinated17

adoption of uniform state laws, and reciprocal agreements between18

state fisheries management agencies to adopt uniform regulations.

Sex+ of these techniques have already been exhaustively studied and it

is beyond the scope of this study to rrake an indepth carrparative analysi.s.

There are, however, several major considerations worth emphasizing

since they are of relevance to any decision to hoose 'erring the three

alternatives. Since each of the methods can be the basis for regional

fisheries manage nt, the choice armng them depends largely on ease

of irrplerrentation, legality, and efficiency of administration once

enacted. These factors will be explored in rather s~ry fashion before

turning to a detailed analysis of the Anmndment One process itself.

With regard to ease of implementation, there is lit:tie to

differentiate arreng the Amerdrrent One process, adoption of uniform state

laws, and reciprocal agrearents. Obviously, any approach which does

not require additional action by state legislatures to implant regional

regulations would offer a major advantage, however none of the rrethods



apparently qualify on this point. As will be discussed later, wide-

spread use of the Amendment One process would, at a minimum, require

adoption of ~hnent One in those states which have not as yet acted

on it. Further, the legislative history of the congressional consent

to Rrendment One suggests that, even in those states which have adopted

it, additional state legislative action will be necessary before it

can be legally used for regional fisheries ~arent. The situation

is not significantly different either for adoption of uniform state

laws and regulations or reciprocal agnments. The former approach

auld, of course, require additional legislation in tuse states ~

fisheries manage agencies have only limited authority to prnnulgate

regulations thanselves. Similarly, while sme states have already passed23

statutes authorizing their fisheries managareat agencies to enter into

reciprocal agrearents, seve of the statutes restrict these agreements to

matters other than actual regulation and would require ammchnent or

revision before they could be used for regiotnal regulation. Further,

a number of states, even if they were to legislatively authorize

reciprocal agreements, would also have to substantially broaden the

authority of their fisheries managanent agencies to allow than to

prcrnulgate regulations. On balance, at least along the Atlantic ooast,

state legislatures have retained much of the authority to regulate fishing

and have not been willing to delegate broad regulatory powers to

administrative agencies. Because of this, there is no single rreaxm of

achieving regional fisheries management which will not require significant

additional legislative authorization.

The second consideration is the legal risk associated with each of

the alternatives. Here there may be a slight advantage to using the



Amcn~h~nt One process. It is an established procedure, already con-

sent el to by Congress and involves little legal risk. A slightly

greater degree of risk may be associated with the use of reciprocal

agreenents. They may in fact be technically subject to the

congressional consent requirerents of true interstate canpacts,

since they are a form of interstate agreanent, and consequently

could be challenged on that basis by adversely affected parties.

4ith regard to adoption of uniform state laws, there is essentially

no risk. Numerous uniform state laws exist, a prism example being

the Uniform Ccxrmercial Code, and their enactment has not been challenged.

The third factor of importance is administrative efficiency. This

is difficult to assess accurately without specific information regarding

the internal operating procedures and limitations of the various state

fisheries managarent agencies, ~er there are sane relatively obvious

points which can be made here. First, use of the ArmAmnt One process

and with it the resources of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries

Ccmnission will permit coordination of policy by an agency whose ~ertise is

the area of coordination of diverse state fisheries managarent efforts.

This may not only take scxne of the adrrunistrative burden of achieveing

regional regulation off the states, but also provide an agency with

direct responsibility for information transfer and coordination of

effort.. Further, the Executive Director of the Atlantic States Marine

Fisheries Cession is a ~r of each Atlantic <rest regional council

under the provisions of the Fisheries Conservation and Managetent Act.



~s may facilitate cooperation between the states arM3 the federal govern-

~t andprovide a means for the states to influence federal policies.

In exmrlry, these seem to be the major distinctions arming Amendment

One, uniform state laws, and reciprocal agreerents as vehicles for

regional fisheries regulation by the states. The differences do not

app~m major and in the last analysis, perhaps the choice anong them

will most be affected by political considerations and the relative

efficiency of administration of the various methods. In view of the

above discussion, the Ament ~ process, while suffering scxa

of the sane disadvantages as the other methods, specifically

difficulty of irrplamntation, has essentially no legal risk associated

with its use and offers scxre apparent advantages with regard to

administration.



PART II

Amendmmt One of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Ccmpact as a Basis

for the Regional Regulation of Fisheries

 A! The Evolution of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Qmpact

�! The Original Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Ccrr ct Basic Purposes

arri Powers

The history, purposely, powers, and method of operation of the Atlantic

States Marine Fisheries Compact and its executive body, the Atlantic

States Marine Fisheries Ccrrmission, have been exhaustively treated else-

where and only a few points regarding the cmtpact and the Cmrrrission itself

need reemphasis here. The ccInpact, which was eventually adopted by all28

Atlantic coastal states, was enacted primarily to further interstate

cooperation in fisheries managarent. As originally consented to by Congress,

its stated purpose is "... to prate the better utilization of the

fisheries, marine, shell, and anacir~us, of the Atlantic seaboard by the

develapnent of a joint program for the prmation and protection of such

fisheries, and by the prevention of the physical waste of the fisheries

frcxn any cause." The bus'ness of the cxxrpact is administered by a carrnission�29

ccarposed of an executive director and three voting representatives frcxn each

of the member states. Legally, the ccamission is an agency of each of the

cxmpacting states, deriving its powers solely fran the legislatures of the

oanpacting states. Under the terms of the cmpact, the Atlantic States

Marine Fisheries Ccm6ssion is authorized to determine methods, practices, and

circumstances which can further conservation arri prevent waste of Atlantic

coast fisheries. It has the express power to reacrrrnrm9 cxmrdination of the

member states' police powers to further conservation, rec~ml legislation
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dealing with fisheries, and to consult with appropriate state agencies. 33

When Congress originally authorized the states to enter into negotiations

for a fisheries carrpact, it authorized the states not only to form a compact

for cooperative, mutual efforts in fisheries resr~ch, but for regulation

as well. Au-ther, the extent of the cxmpact's powers aver "fishing" included34

the power to regulate the fishing for or the taking of any species, suggesting

that Corgress apppmved broad authority to recpQate all aspects of fishing,

includirg licens~, methods of taI~, size limitations, Landirrg regulations,

and length of seasons. M.s original congressionaL authorization to include

regulatory powers in the axrpact was not irrrnediately utilized by the states.

Because of political oonsideraticrns, the compacting states ~ unable to

agree that regulatory powers should be included in the original carpact.

As finally passed by the states ard consented to by Corxyress, the Atlarrtic

States Marine Fisheries Ccxrpact in its unarrImded form provided only for mopera-

tive research and consultation among the states, but not for joint fisheries

regulation.

�! Ament One: The Addition of the Pcavm to late

While the cxmpacting states initially could not agree on the question of

regulatory powers, the inability of individual states to manage fisheries

remained a problem. For this reason a subsequent effort to each agreement

on the issue of regulation was successful. After a period of negotiations,

Amendment One to the AtLantic States Marine Fisheries Ccrrrpany was enacted

by Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Virginia, arel North Carolina. It was consented to by Congress

in 1950 in the following forrrr:
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SbKKbKNT NUMBER 1

The States consenting to this amendment agree that
any two or more of them may designate the Atlantic States
.'Iarine Fisheries Oxmission as a joint regulatory agency with such
powers as they may jointly confer from time to time for the regu-
lation of the fishing operations of the citizens and vessels of
such designating States with respect to specific fisheries in
which such States have a ccxrrmn interest. The representatives
of such States on the Atlantic States jt1arine Fisheries Ccxrrnission
shall constitute a separate section of such Cmmission for the
exercise of the additional powers so granted provided that
the States so acting shall appropriate additiona1 funds for this
purpose. The creation of such section as a joint regulatory
agency shall not deprive the States participating therein of
any of their privileges or powers or responsibilities in the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Carmission under the general
ccrnpact.

Sec. 2. Without further sukrnission of such amendment
to the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Caapact, the consent
and approval of Congress is hereby given to the States of
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, now parties to the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Ccxnpact, and to the State of
Verrmnt when it shall enter such ccxrpact for the purpose of
better utilization of its anadrcxrnus fisheries, to enter into
such amendment as signatory States and as parties thereto,
in addition to the States which have now ratified the amendnent.

Sec. 3. The first section of Public Law 539 of the
Seventy-seventh Congress �6 Stat. 267! is hereby amended by
striking out " which shall be operative for not more than
fifteen years fran the date of the enactment of this Act!";
Provided, That nothing in this ccxopact shall be construed to
limit or add to the ~s or the proprietary interest of any
signatory State or to repeal or prevent the enactment of any
legislation or the enforcement of any requirarent by a
signatory State imposing additional conditions and restrictions
to conserve the fisheries.

Sec. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the
provisions of this Act is herelp expressly reserved.

Approved August 19, 1950.

The language of Amendment One cl~ly authorizes two or more individual

states to act on a regional basis, through the Cartnission, to regulate

fisheries. Several questions, however, are inmediately raised concerning

precisely how such regional management must be accomplished. First, does

adoption of Amendment One bestow any additional powers on the ~ing



states which they did not possess prior to its adoption? Second, and of

est importance, does adoption of Amendment One by a group of states

autcaatically eropower the Ccrrrnission, acting through the state ccrrrrrrissioners,

ta undertake regulation, or is sane additional action, perhaps additional

legislation, by the states necessary? Third, does Amendment One establish

as a precondition to regulation, the mandatory appropriation of funds,

even in situations where expenses can be met frcrn existing appropriations?

These and other ctuestions relevant to the use of Amendrrent One for the

purpose of regional fisheries rnanagarent will be considered in the following

sections.

 8! The Legal Prer isites for Utilization of Amendment One

�} Powers Conferred on the States by Arnencrnent One

What additional powers, if any, are conferred on the states by the

adoption of 7arendment One is reasonably clear frcrn an examination of

the congressional consent hearings on Arrren>ent One. A major co~cern cf

the interests opposing consent was that approval of Amendment One would

give the ccrnpacting states additional power to regulate beyond their

territorial waters, an area where cararercial fishing previously had beer

only minimally controlled. It is quite clear that Congress' response to38

this concern, the addition of language to Amendment One that its adoption

would "... neither add to or take away frcrn the powers of the

states . . .," was intended to emphasize that the states were indeed

receiving no additional regulatory pmmrs. Arnenchrent One, instead of

conferring new powers on the states, merely allaed them to regulate on

a regional basis through a multi-state agency, an objective which, before
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the amndmrnt, could only have been accomplished through uniform state

laws or reciprocal agreements.

A related issue is the question of exactly what pawers the cxxrpacting

states rrray exercise under Arrrendrrent One. Again, the language added to

Bznendrrent One by Congress suggests that a state may delegate to the Atlantic

States Marine Fisheries Ccxrtnission via Ament One only those powers

the state possesses anr3 which may be constitutionally delegated. Thus,

there serzningly would be no problan with using Arrr~~nt One for regional

control of season closings, gear, landing restrictions, size lirrritations,

and even uniform licensing since all these controls are undoubtedly

within the powers of the individual states. There rrray, however, be con-

stitutional prohibitions on Ne exercise of certain powers on an interstate

basis. Specifically, several states have debt limitation restrictions and

require a public referendum before additional debt may be incurred. Should41

a state be forced to finance its Arner~t One activities through debt financing,

an unlikely possibility at this point, it could be constitutionally pro-

hibited frrxrr using such funds until its own internal constitutional conditions

are rret.42

�! Exercise of Regional lato Powers Under Arrrendment One

The rmst critical question involving Amendrrrent One is precisely how a

group of states must proceed on a regional basis under Arnmdarent One. Does

its adoption alone errpower the states to regulate fisheries on a regional

basis or is st additional action necessary? A precise answer unfortunately

cannot be determined because state legislative histories of the adoption or

rejection of Arnerxhxnt One by individual states are not available. The body
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The plain meaning of this language is that Amendment Onestat es

is not self-executing; that is, it only allows the participating states to

confer regulatory powers on the Corrmission, but itself delegates no such

powers. This interpretation is indirectly supported by the legislative

history of the congressional statute consenting to state adoption of

Amendment One. At the hearings on the provision, then secretary and treasurer

of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Qmnission, Mr. Wayne Heydecker

suggested that the states which had enacted Amendnent One viewed it as a de-

vice which permits them to regulate jointly if they later chose to do so.

The inference to be drawn fran this testineny is that additional state

action, other than the adoption of Amendment One, is required before two

or more states can utilize the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Corrmission

as a regulatory agency.

of information which is available, however, collectively suggests that

adoption of Amendment One alone does not carry with it a delegation of

powers to any state administrative agency or executive officer authorizing

regional regulatory activities.

Several factors support this conclusion. First, the language of Anmd-

ment One itself. suggests only an authorization of regional regulation but

not an actual delegation of regulatory authority. The provision expressly

states that " . . . any two or more  consenting states! may designate the

At.lantic States Marine Fisheries Catrnission as a joint regulatory agency

withsuch powers as they may jointly confer from time to time for the regula-

tion of the fishing operations of the citizens and vessels of such designating



tinanswered by this congressional legislative history, however, is the

question of exactly what additional "state" action must be taken and who

must take it to implement Amendment One. Several alternatives are plausible,

among them additional legislation. Short of that, the Governor may be able

to utilize Amendment One, or the director of a State marine fisheries

agency or the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Qxrnission ccxrrnissioners

from each individual state may have authority to act regionally through

Amendment One. There is at least a suggestion in the Amendment One

congressional consent hearings that this further state action must be

legislative. lt was the position of John Bindloss, Chairman of the Carrnission

that before the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Cmrnission could acquire

regulatory powers fran the states, the states would first have to adopt ~-

ment One and, second, pass additional legislation formally delegating regulatory

powers to the Corrrnission. There was, however, no corroboration of this

position by any rnernber of Congress and, on balance, the congressional legisla-

tive history suggests that Congress simply did not address this point.

If this conclusion is correct and there is no established position on

how the individual states must implanent the Arrendrnent One process, how

regulatory authority must be delegated to the Ccrrrnission bemnes a question

of the law of each individual compacting state. Because of the unavailability

of state legislative histories on this point other sources of authority must

be looked to in order to determine an answer. A starting point is the general

law of delegation of power to administrative agencies. Clearly, the Atlantic

States Marine Fisheries Ccxrrnission is a multi-state agency, an agency of each

compacting state. To exercise regulatory powers under Am~mlment One, the

Conrnission must first have such powers properly delegated to it and the source



of the delegation must ultimately be the state legislatures of the

participating states thenselves. This legislative delegation could be

the statute adopting Azendrrrent One itself, since an argument can be

fashioned that by adopting Amendment One, a state legislature at the same

time is delegating authority to participate in regional regulation to an

appropriate state agency. Other possibilities include statutes specifically

delegating such regulatory powers or general delegation statutes conferring

certain powers on state fisheries agencies cr state ccxtnissioners to the

Ccmnission. From the perspective of the general law of delegation of powers of

and the language of existing state statutes, none of these seems likely.

While the constitutional limits on legislative delegation have been

largely settled for federal law, state law is more unclear. It was long

the view of est courts that, whatever powers a legislature chooses to

delegate, the delegation of powers must be sufficiently circumscribed by

legislative standards to adequately control administrative discretion.4~

There are several valid reasons supporting the requirement of precise standards,

armng them guidance for administrative action, prevention of administrative

usurpation of legislative power, and limiting the extension of administrative

discretion beyond the boundaries intended by the legislature.

In recent years, however, persuasive argunmts have been leveled at the

legislative standards doctrine. It has been pointed out that the traditional50

view that definitive legislative standards control administrative discretion

has never worked and in fact should not work. First, administrative agencies

are continually confronted with changing conditions and legislative bodies

simply do not have the necessary information to fix guidelines which can

both guide and control administrative action. Second, the courts themselves

have often paid mere lip service to the standards doctrine in the area of
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administrative law but have totally ignored it in other areas, such as

the control of prosecutorial discretion. Because of these considerations,

the arcju~nt has been made that apophasis should be placed on proper ad-

ministrative safeguards and procedures to protect the interests of those

affected by administrative action and not on the existence of legislative

stancLmls. In light of these considerations two possibilities can be

irrrrrediately ruled out. First, as discussed earlier, the adoption of

Am ndment One by a state legislature apparently is not at the sarre time a

delegation of the power to regulate to any state administrative body. In

every state which has adopted Pmendment One, the adopting statutes leave

totally unacjdressed the myriad specific regulatory details which must be

resolved before regulation could be initiated. Species, seasons, sizes,

methods of taking, and other legitimate topics of regulatory concern are

simply not touched upon by the statutes adopting Amenrhent One. By even

the rmst liberal standards, relying on these statutes as the source of the

delegation of regulatory powers would not pass constitutional muster. Clearly,

a source of authority other than the Pm~~ment One adoption statutes them-

selves must be identified. Further, at least arrong the Atlantic seaward

states, there are no statutes specifically delegating broad regulatory

authority to the Ccrrrnission itself.

As possible sources of delegation, this leaves only statutes delegating

general authority to state fisheries agencies or Atlantic States Marine

Fishery Qxmission ocrrrnissioners. Such statutes exist in all states which

have adopted Pzandment One and therefore are the most likely candidates as

sources of regulatory authority. A survey of these statutes, ~ver, re-

veals no express delegation of authority, either to state fisheries agencies
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or Cmmission ~ssioners, which could ~pa~~ either body to act on

the state's behalf to exercise regulatory authority through the Cmxnission.

Nor is it likely that these statutes could be found to imply such authority.

Indeed, to conclude that such authority exists would be inconsistent with

the position taken by several state legislatures on the extent of powers

they have chosen to delegate to their own fisheries agencies. Several

states which have adopted Ament One have been quite restrictive with

regard to the powers that they have delegated to their fisheries agencies.

For example, the legislature of Naine does not allow even its own agency to

establish size limits and methcds of taking, preserving these decisions as

legislative prerogatives. It would be inconsistent to have a state

fisheries agency with greatly restricted powers, but a multi � state agency,

not subject to the same political constraints, with much greater discretionary

powers. Further, a state agency or group of cartnissioners could not redelegate

to the Atlantic States Narine Fisheries Ccxmission rare power than they themselves

have been given by the legislature.

At the minimum, in those states whose fisheries agencies thanselves

have very limited powers, there probably has been no general delegation of

power to any state body to act on the state's behalf to proceed with regu-

lation through the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Cam6ssion. In those

states which have delegated broad general powers to their fisheries agencies,

a similar conclusion is likely. In such states, either the fisheries

agency or the Carmission ccxrrnissioners would have to have implied authority

to act through the Cmmission for the purposes of regulation. Again,

general constitutional restrictions on delegation of power to administrative

agencies argue against such implied authority being upheld by the courts.

This conclusion should be tested, however, by attorneys-general opinions

each state.
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These considerations suggest that before Amendment One can be anployed

as a means of achieving uniform regional regulation of fisheries, adcU.tional

state action, rrrost probably legislative, will be necessary before the

Ament One process can be used. The general law of delegation of powers

to administrative agencies, especially ~ a~ared with the restrictive

position several states have taken on powers delegated to their own fisheries

agencies, argues against the likelihood that courts would find express

or implied authorization for any state agency or body of cmrnissioners to

regulate fisheries through Amendment One under existing state statutes.

�! Appro riation of Funds for Amendment One Regul

The final issue involving the basic conditions of Amendment One use in-

volves the extent to which participating states have an obligation to appro-

priate funds when enploying Arrrendment One. A question arises whether

this appropriation is mandatory in all cases or applicable only when extra

~ses are incurred which cannot be paid for out of the regular annual

state appropriations to the Carmission. While nothing in the legislative

history sheds any light on this point, the latter position seems more

reasonable. The probabje purpose of the appropriation requirement was to

insure that those states not using ~current One not be required to support

activities from which they would derive no benefit. This suggests that states

using Amendment One are required to appropriate additional funds only to

the extent necessary to defray administrative costs which cannot be met

from regular annual appropriations, or to defray extraordinary costs such

as cnfarcernent personnel, vessels, and other equiprent.



 C! The Mechanics of the Amendment One Process in Regional Regulation of

Fisheries

There ranain to be considered several important aspects of the Amendment

One process as a vehicle for joint state regulation of fishery resources.

Assuming there must be additional express delegation of authority before

the states can utilize Arnenchnent One, the details of the delegation process

should be examined. Also of importan~ are procedures for adoption of

regulations by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Carrnission and various

problans associated with enforcement of duly prcrnulgated regulations. Each

of these areas merit scxne extended treatment.

�! State Authorization to Utilize Amendment One: The Delegation Problem

If the conclusion developed earlier that an additional legislative dele-

gation of authority will probably be necessary to implement the An~ nt

One process is correct, a major threshhold issue of relevance is the extent

to which state regulatory powers may constitutionally be delegated to an

administrative agency, in this case the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries

Ccrrrnission. There are two specific delegation issues which are of particular

importance to the successful use of Amendment One. First is the extent to which

interest groups who will be subject to administrative regulations can vote

on those regulations. Second is whether a legislature may delegate authority

to an administrative agency to impose discretionary fines.

With regard to the first issue, because of the separation of pm~rs

doctrine, a legislative body's authority to delegate its legislative power

to private entities and allow therr to engage in a law makinc function is

severely limited. As a result, legislative schemes which have attempted

to vest regulatory or rule-making power in an administrative agency made

up largely of the same interests which are to be regulated have not been

upheld. For example, a milk prie~ board ~sed of milk producers, a
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board with authority to regulate timber managarent practices on private

land made up entirely of ~rs of the timber industry, and a board of dry56

cleaners whose purpose was to regulate minimUm price schedules for dry

cleaners have all been held unlawful hy the aourts on several grounds.

First has been the requiranent that legislative power must be exercised

either by the legislature or by a publicly oriented admirLLstrative agency.

Second, significant due process problans exist when regulation by direct

cxmpetitors of regulated parties is permitted. Problans of fairness and

impartiality taint the regulatory process in such instances ard are

sufficient to invalidate it. Dere are several specifically identifiable factors

in the cases which are of significance here. One is the extent of the

delegation. If power has been delegated to a private body to establish

regulations, subject to the approval or disapproval of a state agency, the

fact that the state agency has no auttmrity to pranulgate independently

its own regulations, but only power to approve or disapprove, is a negative

factor. Further, the extent of the private interests involved in the

regulatory process is important. If the regulatory body is cxxnposed entirely

of private interests, or they constitute a majority, the delegation has been

held invalid. Finally, the extent to which the interest of ~rs of the

regulatory body and the interests of regulated parties overlap is signi-

ficant. Apparently prohibited are tlese situations where members of an

industry seek to impose regulation on their direct canpetitors.

The second major area of concern with regard to delegation is whether

an administrative agency may be authorized to impose penalties whose arrounts

are determined by its discretion. Normally, the legislature itself deter-

mires the amdt of fines for violations of administrative regulations, while

delegating authority to the administrative agency to establish what conduct
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shall be prohibited. Where a different format has been used, for example,

authorizing an agency to impose firms varying fran $100 to $1000 in its

discretion, the legality of the delegation is unclear. While a few such

delegations have been upheld, there remains substantial authority that

the power to levy discretionary penalties cammt be delegated to an adnuni-

stative agency. 0 Even in those situations where administrative authority

to impose discretionary fines has been upheld, the legislatures thanselves

have enumerated specific factors which the agency must consider in arriving

at an appropriate penalty. The problem, even where discretionary60a

administrative fines have been permitted, is to insure that the delegation

is clearly limited by appropriate legislative standards and that appropriate

procedural safeguards have been adopted by the agency. As a practical

matter, there is at present enough uncertainty surrounding this particular

issue that it scans advisable to avoid the problem by establishirg fines

legislatively.

Both of these issues are of some significance to Amendment One utili-

zation. While currently, acmrercial Fisheries representatives on the

~ssion are possible, their percentage representation is limited by the

Atlantic States Marine Fisheries ccenpact itself. While the current

makeup of the Qxmission is satisfactory, an increase in representation

of carrrercial fishing interests would not be advisable. Of the factors

the courts have identified as casting suspicion on the validity of the

delegation of regulatory power to administrative agencies, the only one

present with the Gmnission's makeup is the possible existence of sare

carmissioners who represent amnercial fishing interests. Currently, they

cannot, ~er, constitute even a majority of the membership of the

Carrnission. Further, it is not clear that in every case of potential

regulation the axrrrercial interests on the Qmnission could find thenselves

regulating direct ~titors. The situation to be avoided scans to be
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one where a majority of the rnerrkmrs of the ~ssion who are voting on a

particular regulation are also in direct carpetition with the affected

fisherman; for example, lobster interests regulating the taking of

lobsters. Such a situation does not arise and no change should be contem-

plated which could cause problens in this area, under present Ccxrmission

~rship rules,

:he second area, discretionary administrative fines, is probably of

greater potential risk. As discussed above, the state of the law in this area

is unclear and for this reason fines for violations of Ccrxnission regulations

should be set by legislative action.

�! Problems of Voting on and Pranulgating ~ssion Regulations

The Ccxmission bylaws now provide that voting on Cartnission business,

either by the entire Ccxrnission or by section, shall be by states and that

a majority vote is sufficient to decide a particular issue. This means,62

for example, that should three states choose to form a section for the

purpose of regulating under Ar~~>t One, the votes of any two states would

be sufficient to adopt a uniform regulation. There may, however, be problems

associated with use of this voting procedure for adoption of regulations as

opposed to other types of Ccmnission business. Under present bylaws a

regulation is adopted by a majority vote of the states of the section and

the regulation would legally bind all states, even those opposing its enact-

ment. This situation arises because the obligations assumed under an inter-

state ccmpact are contractual and binding on all parties unless the contract

itself, in this case the carpact, is terminated. Should a state feel that63

it could not live with Cmrnission regulation that opposes its interests, its

recourse would be either withdrawal of authority for the Ccmnission to regulate

the particular matter in question on its behalf or the rare drastic step

of total withdrawal frcxn the S~mdment One process.
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Obviously it would advisable to avoid the necessity for such drastic

action, either by not introducing controversial regulations for Commission

action or by adoption of a different voting procedure for regulations.

One possible approach might be to require a unanirrcus vote by all states

of the regulatory section or to abandon voting by states and require a two

thirds vote of the ccrmissioners fry each state. In any case, to avoid

potentially damaging situations, thought should be given to a voting

procedure which does not confront an individual state with the necessity of with-

drawing fram the Amendment One process or being bound by a regulation which

it feels unacceptable.

Another area of concern in promulgation of regulations is the question

of what procedures, such as notice and hearings, should be followed to

avoid due process problems in adopting regulations. Notice, hearing, and

istrative appeal requirements vary widely fram state to state for the

adoption of administrative regulations. Ideally, states participating in

the Amendment One process should agree on a uniform procedure for promulga-

tion of regulations. Failing that, however, the Ccxnmission, as an agency

of each participating state, apparently would be bound by the procedural re-

quirerents affecting other administrative agencies in each state. This

suggests that the Carmission may have to follow different procedures in

different states. Given such a situation, the course easiest to folly

would be to do in all states what the state with the most rigid procedural

requirements demands.

�! Problems of Enforcenent and Prosecution

Given current financial resources, enforcement of fisheries regulations

is not possible by the Camnission itself and must remain a responsibilitv
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of the individual states. %here are a variety of ways the enforcxmant

problen could be handled. Simplest frcm the standpoint of legality would
be the utilization of joint patrols made up of enforcarent officers frcxn

each state affected by a Qxrnission regulation. ~s would allow violators

always to be arrested by an official of the violator's state and assure

strict ocrnpliance with the Skiriotes doctrine which allows extraterritorial

jurisdiction by a state only over its own residents. Indeed, after the

enactment of the Fisheries Nanagenent and Conservation Act of 1976, joint

patrols may be necessary to enforce Ccxrrnission regulations extraterritorally.

Section 306 of the Act preserves state extraterritorial jurisdiction but

only over vessels registered in the enforcirg state. 'Ms may mean for example,

that should North and South Carolina adopt uniform regulations under ~-

rrent One, a South Carolina officer could not seize a vessel registered in

North Carolina which is in violation of a Ccrrrnission regulation.

Should, however, joint patrols not prove feasible, two other methods of

enforcanent may be possible. First, it may be possible to use Arnendmerrt One

to achieve regional vessel registration; if a vessel is registered in one

state of a Gmnission section, it could be treated as registered in all

section states. Since vessels under this procedure would be registered in

all states of the particular Gxrnissiorr section, enforcenent officers of any

section state could potentially make arrests and be within the lmyrage

of Section 306 of the Fisheries Management and Conservation Act. Another

possible rrethod would be to have each state of a Carrnission section recognize,
for the limited purpose of enforcing Carrnission regulations, officers of other

section states as its own enforcenent officers. The effect of this would be

always to have the arresting officer an officer of the violator's state,

again strictly acmplying with both Skiriotes ard section 306 requirements.
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One final possibility is for the states to delegate authority to the

Ccrrrnission to enforce its regulations and then for the Ccrtrnission to

recognize enforcement officx.rs of all participating states as the

~ssion's agents. Since, legally, the CcIrrni.ssion is an agency of

each participating state, its agents are also agents of each participating

state. This apparently would allow' any enforcement officer in his status

as a Cmmission agent, to arrest violators regardless of their residency.

All of these schemes are potentially useful for enforcing Ccmrd.ssion regula-

tions wherever violations may occur. Other than the joint patrol concept,

however, they are all of uncertain legal risk and should be carefully

studied before adoption.

Prosecution of violations presents fewer problems. Ccamission regulations

are sixrrultaneously regulations of each state participating in the Amendment

One regulatory process. Thus, violation of a Ccxrrnission regulation would

be a violation of the law of each participating state and prosecution

procedures and penalties would be governed by the procedures of the prose-

cuting state. Technically, it would be possible, then, to carrnit a crime

in acre than one state for a single violation. If, for example, a Maine

fisherman violated a Ccamission mesh size regulation recognized by Maine,

New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, the violation occurring in Massachusetts

waters, the violator could conceivably be prosecuted in both Maine and

Massachusetts. While strictly not raising a double jeopardy problem, there

scans little to be gained fran such a possibility and multiple prosecution

should be avoided.

All of the factors discussed -- delegation, prarrulgation procedures

and enforcement � directly affect the validity of regulations decreed
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under Arr~x3rrmnt One. How they have been addressed in actual use of the

Amendment One process by the states of Massachusetts, Maine, and New

Hampshire will be examined next.

Part III

An Anal sis of Amendment One Use

 A! Amendment One in Practice: The Northern Shr ' Section of the Atlantic

States Marine Fisheries Ccxrxnission

To date, the only utilization of Amendment One as a vehicle for regional

fisheries regulation has been in the managanent of the northern shrimp

 Panalus borealis! fishery. The catch from this particular fishery has steadily

expanded fram around 352,000 pounds in 1962 to more than 25,000,000 pounds in

early 1970's. Because of this tremerRous increase in landings, peak

capacity apparently was reached in 1969. Since then, northern shrimp have66

been overfished. Northern shrimp is a ccxrrmn fishery of Maine, Massachusetts,

and New Hampshire, with most of the catch ccxning from the Gulf of Maine. The

fishery is valued at greater than 10 million dollars annually and is of

irrportance to the coastal econcmies of the three states.

In the face of evidence of overfishing and depletion through the taking

of younger year shrimp with smaller mesh nets, the Atlantic States Marine

Fisheries' Ccxnrnission and the fisheries agencies of the three interested

states agreed that mesh size restrictions for smaller shrimp were necessary

to conserve the fishery. Beginning in 1972, discussions were initiated to

determine a feasible means of adopting uniform mesh size regulations. Early

in the discussions, consideration was given to potential use of Arrendmmt
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One to accarplish this objective since it had been adopted by all three

states. There was, hmmver, uncertainty, first with regard to the legality

of adopting regulations under Amend|at One without additional authority

frcrn state legislatures and, second, over the actual mechanics of pro-

mulgating regulations.

Because of continuing concern over the authority of the Commission to

act in the absence of express legislative authorization and because of

the desire to avoid an adverse court decision should arrests be made,

attorneys-general opinions as to the legality of using Amendment One were

sought in Maine and New Hampshire. The opinions in the respective states

were conflicting. The Maine Attorney General felt that the Maine legisla-

ture had in fact already delegated authority to Maine's Atlantic States

Marine Fisheries C<mnission ccrrtnissioners to adopt fisheries regulations

under Ament One. The two statutes referred to by the Attorney General68

were l2 Maine Revised Statutes Annotated S4613 and S4653. Section 4613 is

Maine's adoption of Amendment One itself, while section 4653 enumerates the pmmrs

delegated to Maine's ccrrrnissioners to the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries

~ssion. It provides that the ~ssioners have " all the powers

provided for in said ccmpact and all the powers necessary or incidental to

the carrying out of said compact." On its face this statute merely�69

recognizes that the careussioners have the authority to exercise whatever

functions necessary to carry on the ~rk of the ccrnpact. The question not

addressed by the Maine Attorney General is how this particular language

specifically authorizes the canard.ssion itself to regulate.

This anission is unfortunate because section 4653 is capable of another

interpretation. As discussed earlier, Amemhent One was apparently intended
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to he permissive; that is, it. allows the states to regulate jointly

fisheries of caatx:m concern but does not aarpel regulation or actually

ernpcxmr any agency to ~ate. Until the states make the additional decision

to so regulate, the state carrnissioners need to do only those things which

are provided for in the original Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Canpact

prior to its amendment. In other words, until a state decision to use

Amenchnent One is made, the caanissioners have no powers to pranulgate

regulations. Ious, the statute's language that the carrnissioners have all

powers " necessary and incidental " to carrying out the ccxrpact could

only include the power to regulate, if a prior state decision ta regulate

jointly had been made. As developed earlier, such a decision est probably

must be legislative and not administrative. Otherwise, section 4653 would

in effect first authorize the Maine cxlrnissioners to decide to regulate

jointly with other states under Amendment One, and then to proceed to

pranulgate regulations. Nothing in section 4653 supports such a broad grant

of authority to the carrnissioners.

Indeed, such broad authority was expressly repudiated by the Maine

legislature in another statute specifically dealing with northern shrimp regu-

lation by Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Ccarrnissian itself, 12 Maine

Revised Statutes Annotated S4062. By section 4062, the Maine legislature in

1973 adapted northern shrimp controls, including interim mesh size restrictions,

and established penalties for violations. Under section 4062 �!, the statute

was to ranain in force " until optimum mesh size is established by regula-

tions of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Caxu.ssion under 4313 and 4653

or the Carrnissioner of Marine Resources." This section expressly delegated

power to the Carrnission, through Are&~t One, to adopt a uniform mesh size

for northern shrimp. After its passage, Maine's carrnissioners, under section
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4653, were authorized to act as necessary through the Gmnission for the

purpose of determir~g an optimum mesh size. This statutory pattern is

consistent with the conclusion that the decision to utilize Amerx3ment One

requires first a legislative act and that the Maine legislature has reserved

for itself the power to decide under what circumstances Amendment One will

be used. If that were not the case, and Maine's ~ssioners already

possessed the authority to decide when to utilize Amendment One under section

4653, there would be no need for section 4062 �! since the carrnissioners

auld already have the power to adopt uniform mesh size regulations. Viewed

fran this perspective, the Maine Attorney General's opinion scans incorrect.

The Maine legislature acted, after his decision, to delegate authority to

the Ccmnission, an act which is inconsistent with the opinion's inclusion.

The Maine ccxrnissioners do not in fact appear to have izdependent authority

to utilize Amenchnent One without prior action of the Maine legislature.

Two additional points support this conclusion. First, as discussed

earlier, the general law of delegation of powers to administrative agencies

requires either that the delegation have definite legislative standards

to guide and limit administrative discretion or at. least the existence of

appropriate administrative safeguards to protect the interests of regulated

parties. Section 4653 scans to meet neither test azd attanpts to regulate

baud on it alone are consitutionally suspect. Se~nd, the Maize marine

fisheries agency itself has extrarely limited authority to pranulgate fish-

71eries regulations. It is highly unli3cely that the Maine legislature would

restrict the authority of its own marine fisheries agency but give virtually

unlimited discretion under section 4653 to a multi-state agency to engage

in regulatory activities. All these considerations suggest that Maine's
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camnissioners have no independent authority to utilize ~~hnent One, that

decision apparently having been reserved to the Maine legislature.

In ccrnparison, the New Hampshire Attorney General took the position

that the New Hampshire legislature, merely by adopting Amendment One, had

not authorized any state agency or entity to utilize Amendment One for

regional regulation. The opinion further concludes that the decision to
72

utilize Amendment One is reserved to the legislature alone. Of significance

is the fact that New Hampshire has a statutory provision identical to 12

Maine Revised Statute Annotated S4653, giving the New Hampshire cxxrrnissioners

all " � � necessary and incidental powers " needed to carry out the ~ct.

Apparently the New Hampshire Attorney General was not asked and did not

render an opinion as to the significance of this provision, however, based

on the tenor of the existing opinion, it scans likely that he would not

have agreed with the Maine opinion.

Massachusetts, in ccntparison to Maine and New Hampshire, has adopted

Amendment One but has no statute analagous to l2 Maine Revised Statute

Annotated 4653 which specifically grants powers to its state cxxrnissioners.

Apparently the Massachusetts Attorney General has not as yet given an opinion

as the legal significance of the adoption of Arne&ment One.

It was with this background of statutory authority and attorneys-general

opinions that representatives of the three states proceeded with joint

regulation of northern shrimp in the Gulf of Maine. Actual regulation was

approached in a dual fashion. First, each state individually promulgated

identical interim northern shrimp mesh size regulations. Maine acccmplisM

this by statute; Massachusetts and New Hampshire proceeded by administrative



regulations pranulgated by their respective fisheries management agencies.
Thus, by November, 1973, Maine, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire had
independently enacted uniform northern shrimp regulations.

In addition to this uniform action by the three states individually,
they also attempted to proceed jointly under Amendment One. A northern

shrimp section of the Carmission was established at the Atlantic States

Marine Fisheries Carrnission annual rneetirg in October, 1973, for the

purpose of adopting joint regulations. In Novanber, 1973, the carrnissioners

fran the three states met and pranulgated interim mesh size restrictions

for northern shrimp using Arnerrdrnent One which were identical to the

restrictions already adapted by the states independently. As a practical
matter, the Carrnission asked the individual states to act as its enforcement

arm and, since no extraordinary expenses were incurred, the states were

not asked and did not appropriate any additional funds for this particular

Amendment One activity. On June 1, 1975 the Caxnission's optirnurn net size
restrictions becarre effective.

Apparently, the only enforcanent experience under the interim and

optimum mesh size regulations occurred in Nay, 1974 when fishermen frcrn

Massachusetts were arrested ard charged with violating the interim mesh size

regulation. The four boats carrying the allegedly illegal nets were at the

time of arrest unloading northern shrimp at Three Rivers Custan House %barf,
Portland, Maine. The defendants pleaded guilty to the charge and paid a
fine of $500 each, so the legality of the arrests was not litigated.75

Two other regulations were subsequently enacted by the Northerrr Shrimp

Section of the CarInission in reliance on Anmndnmnt One. On June 23, 1975

the section prohibited the taking, landing, or processing of northern shrimp
without a permit fran July 5, 1975 to September 27, 1975. Later the section
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agreed to close the northern shrimp season on April 15, l976, again

prohibiting processing after April 15 without a permit fran the

appropriate state agency. The rationale for the regulations was that

closed seasons during these periods were necessary to p~t deplet.ion

of stocks. Unlike the rrI sh size regulations, the season closiag regulations

were apparently not preceeded by the state marine fisheries agencies

prcrrrulgatirrg independently their own seas' closes. There has been no

enforcarrent experience as yet under these regulations.

 B! 'le Validit of Northern Shr' Pumndrent One Regulations

Based on the discussion in Part II, the attarpted regulation of

northern shrimp under Ammdnent One by Massachusetts, Maine, and New Hampshire

appears not be be valid. The legislative history of the congressional

consent to state adoption of Zmerx3rrent One, its language, the action of

the Maine legislature and general delegation law all collectively suggest

that before regulations can be adopted by using Amerxhnent One, state legis-

lation must be passed authorizing its use and establishing standards for

its application. Clearly this was not done in every case for the northern

shrimp regulations and consequently the Qmnission itself was a~gently

powerless to adopt regulations. This scans to be the case even though

the Maine legislature itself delegated authority to the Ccmnission to es-

tablish optirram re sh sizes for the taking of norUmmshrinp since neither

the New Harrrpshire nor the Massachusetts legislatures followed suit. Ate+&

rtent One specifically requires that regulation must be by two or rare states

and since only one state had authorized use of Imendnent One, this condition

was not fulfilled. In the case of the season closing regulations

apparently none of the three states took legislative action.

A saoond questionable area involves the prcinulgation procedure. Even

assuming the Gcamission had authority to regulate, the regulations rrray not
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Part IV

Utilization of Amendment One. A Su ested roachPr

Even with the passage of the Fisheries Canservation and Managarent Act,

Zeerdnant One may be useful for the joint state fisheries regulatian. Fran

an examination of Amendment One's legislative history, its previous

a~lication, and the general law pertaining to delegation of pawers and

terstate aanpacts, sate suggestions can be made regarding Am~dment One's

proper utilization. The decision to use Ammhnent ~ apparently must be

based an state legislative authorization. In order to satisfy constitutional

recuireaents cuncernixg delegation of power to administrative agencies this

Legislation must delegate in a proper manner authority to an appropriate

state agency or body to regulate via the Amendment One process. Proper

have been properly adapted. %he Ccaaaissian, as an agency of each state,

must follow procedures for adapting administrative regulatians which govern other

state agencies, even if they all are different. If this was not done the

regulations would be invalid even if properly authorized.

Interes~ly enough, however, the state as opposed to the Catrnission

northern shrimp mesh size regulations appear valid. All were duly

prcrnulgated in each individual state and have the effect of establishing a

uniform regulation birding fishe~ of the three states. Cone~ently,

arrests for violations of the state mesh size regulations would be valid, but

arrests for the identical regulation, pranulgated by the Gxeission, would

be apparently invalid. The sea«an closing regulations, since not individually

adopted by the states and not properly adapted by the Ccernissian, seem

unenforceable.
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delegation enccmpasses not only an express grant of authority to participate

in regulatory activities, but appropriate standards and sa&guards to

guide the regulators, limit their discretion, and safeguard the interests

of those affected by the regulations. The most likely candidates to

exercise Asm>ent One power in each state are the state Atlantic States

Marine Fisheries Gxmission carmissioners themselves. They are representative

of the spectum of interests involved in carmercial fishing, are familiar

with the Ccrrmission and most likely are the group aontemplated by Congress

and the states to exercise Amendment One powers. Further, to avoid the

necessity of the Ccmnission having to follow different procedures in

promulgating regulations in each state, as was the case for northern shrimp,

a uniform procedure fixed by statute ideally should be agreed on by all

states employing Amendment One. This could minimize the risk of invalidating

regulations on procedural grounds.

These points can readily be addressed in a single statue, appropriately

modified to meet the political demands of the states involved. Decision will

have to be made in each state regarding the extent to which regulatory

powers will be conferred on the Ccmnission. Efficiency argues for a broad

delegation of power to regulate a variety of fisheries and fishing conditions.

Political considerations, heaver, may outweigh notions of expediency since

there are widespread feelings that multi-state agencies should have limited

powers as well as the view that fisheries managment itself is best kept as a

legislative prerogative. These points will have to be worked out on a state

to state basis, but they should not affect the basic frarrework for AmeIx3rnent

One regulation.
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With these considerations in mind, a suggested statute for utilizing
PnmMmt One for prcxnulgating uniform regulations is as follows:

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Conrnission

cxxrnissioners of this state are authorized to act

jointly with appropriate officials of other states

to form a section of the Atlantic States Marine

Fisheries Ccmnission, pursuant to Amendment One

of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries ~ct,

for the purpose of adopting uniform regulations

for size, seasons, methods of taking, landing, or

processing for any of the following fisheries:

 Sec. 101!

Sections of the Ccmnission for the purpose of

adopting uniform regulations shall only be formed

after a finding by the cxxmissioners that a need for

such regulation exists in order to conserve a fishery and prevent
waste. The ccrrrnissioner's finding shall be sulxnitted to the

Governor, the ccmnittees of the legislature responsible for

fisheries manag~nt, and the Director of the state fisheries
78management agency.

 Sec. 102! Regulations prcrnulgated under the authority of this
chapter shall be adopted only after 30 days notice

in newspapers of general circulation in the state, and
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after a public hearing. Gn adoption, regulations

shall be filed with the Secretary of State.

All regulations duly prcmulgated under this chapter

shall beche the law of this state on their

effective date. Violation of any regulation adopted

under this chapter shall be punishable by a fine

 Sec. 103!

of not less than nor rmre than

prisorxrent for a term not exceeding

forfeiture of catch and gear.

 Sec. 104! Enforcarent of regulations prcmulgated under this chapter

shall be by duly constituted law enforcarant officers

of this state. For the limited purpose of enforcement

of such regulations, law enforcarant officers of this

state shall be agents of the Qmaission and all Qmnission

law enforcement agents shall be treated as agents of this

state.

While this statute is by no means intended to be a cxmprehensive treat-

~t, it does address the basic prablans involved in Anendment One regulation

and can serve as a basic model which can be expanded on. In essence the

statute treats the Qmnission as an agency of the state and authorizes the

Ccmnission, acting through state cmanissioners to adapt regulations after

following a uniform procedure. The statute requires as a precondition

proof of the need for interstate cooperation and cmnveyirg of the evidence

to appropriate state officials and legislative cxmnittees. However, the

axtnissioners are free to proceed unless the legislature affirmatively

acts to withdraw their authority. This procedure may serve to make the



idea of delegating regulatory ~s to a multi-state agency politically

rare acceptable. The statute also treats Qxrnission regulations as state

regulations and establishes penalties for violations, clarifying the legal

status of a regulation of a multi-state agency. Finally, the enforcerrent

section provides that enforcanent will be by state officials acting as

agents of the Ccamission and that all agents of the Qxrnission are agents

of the state. In effect, arrests by law enforcement officers of another

state would be arrests by agents of the violator's state of residency.

This ccarplies with the court decisions and should allow extraterritorial

enforcenent without the need for joint patrols.

Conclusion

The fisheries Conservation and Managarent Act of 1976 has significantly

altered the traditional roles of the states and the federal gove~t in

fisheries management. Even after its passage, however, there remains a

potentially significant. role for state fisheries regulation on a regional

basis. Amendment One of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Canpact is a

means of acccxrplishing regional regulation where necessary. Its utilization,

however, will apprently require additional legislative action by interested

states and, ideally, uniform procedures for adoption of Intendment One

regulations should be agreed on by the states. The validity of existing

5eeminent One regulations for northern shrimp is in doubt because of

failure to address these points. Amendmeet One's future use should be

preceeded by the enactment of uniform legislation properly establishing

the Ccmnission's authority to regulate.
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Footnotes

1. Skiriotes v. Florida, 313 U.S. 69 �941! established that the states

may exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over their own fishermen on

the high seas unless preempted by federal law. See also The Hamilton,

207 U.S. 398 �907!. It is clear the Skiriotes applies only to the

authority of a state to regulate its own residents beyond territorial

waters. Control of non-residents and, in sane cases, is restricted

even within territorial waters. cf. Toaner v. Witsell, 334 U.S. 385

�948! and Takahasui v. Fish and Game Ccxrrnission of California,

334 U.S. 410 �948! which suggest that discrimination against non-resident

fishermen in state territorial waters must be reasonable and related to

the needs of the state. These decisions cast doubt on the continued

validity of NcCready v. Virginia, 94 U.S. 391 �876! which established

that the states have essentially plenary power over fish and gaum and

could even totally prohibit their taking by non-residents.

2. For a oanprehensive discussion of this point see Council of State

Government, To Stern the Tide; Effective State Marine Fisheries Manage-

ment {1975!. See also H. Knight and J. Lambert, Legal Aspects of

limited Entry for Carmrcial Marine Fisheries �975! for a canpre-

hensive discussion of the use of limited entry laws as a means of

increasing efficiency.

3. 16 U.S,C. 1801 et. see.  Supp. 1976!  hereafter referred to as the

Fisheries Conservation ard Management Act!.

4. By tonnage, menhaden is the largest fishery along the Atlantic coast

while the shrimp catch has the largest dollar value. Both are caught

largely inshore. For a discussion of shrimp management, see South
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Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, the Shrimp

Fishery of the South Atlantic United States: A Regional Management

Plan  ed. by P. Eldridge and S. Goldstein!, Tech. Report No. 8 �975! .

5. Section 306 of the Act provides that the states have authoritv to

regulate their own vessels beyond territorial waters.

6. Act of Aug. 19, 1950, ch. 763 S 1-4, 64 Stat. 467.

7. Act of May 4, 1942, ch. 283 S 1-4, 56 Stat. 267.

8. Sec. 101. Under Sec. 102, the United States exercises exclusive juris-

diction over all fish within the 200 mile fishery conservation zone

created by sec. 101, all anadromous species throughout their migratory

range, except when they are within the jurisdiction of another nation,

and all continental shelf fishery resources beyond the fishery conser-

vation zone.

9. Sec. 302, 303.

10. Sec. 305, 307.

11. Sec. 201-205.

12. See Skiriotes v. Florida, 313 U. S. 69 �941! and the discussion in .",. l.

13. Sec. 302 h! �!.

14. Sec. 303.

15. Sec. 303 a! ~

16. Sec. 303 b!

17. Arrmndment One contemplates use of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries

Ccrrtnission as a regional regulatory body authorized to pranulgate

regulations binding in each participating state. For. general treatment

of the use of interstate ccmpacts as the basis for regional governmental

activities, see W. Barton, Interstate Ccxnpacts in the Political Process

�965!; R. Leach and R. Suggs, Jr., The A~istration of Interstate
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Gmpacts �959!; F. Zinmarman and M. dwell, The Interstate Qx~eet

sinoe 1925 �950!; Frankfurter and Landis, A S in Interstate

arxl Interstate cts, 29 Ford. L. Rev. 421 �961!.

18. Adaption of uniform state laws has been utilized widely to achieve

cxmrdinated treatment of issues of national concern. Prominent

examples include the uniform Ccrnnercial Code and the Uniform Reciprocal

Enforcanent of ~rt Act.

19, Reciprocal ~eerents would all~ state fisheries managarent agencies

thenselves ta achieve coordination by authorizing the agencies to

agree to prcanu1gate uniform regulations.

20. See To Stern the Tide: Effective State Marine Fisheries Managarent,

~s~ra n. 2; H. Knight and T. Jackson, Legal Impediments to the Use

of Interstate Agreanents In Coordinated Fisheries Management Programs:

States In the N.M.F.S. Sautheast Region �973! .

21. At present, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode

Island, New Jersey, North Carolina, Permsylvania, and Virginia

have adapted Punendrrent One.

22. For a discussion of this point see the tmt acacxnpanying N. 43-52, infra.

23. For exanple, the South Carolina legislature has delegated little authority

to the South Carolina Department of Wildlife and Marine Resources

beyond implanentation axxi enforcerant of legislatively established

directives.

24. See, e~. N. Car. Gen. Stat. S S 113-223, 304 �973! .

25. See on this point La Rue, Interstate Cooperation and An Interstate

tudiciaay, 27 Wash. and Lee L. Rev. 1, 9-13 �970! . For additional

general treatment of the difficult issue of whether an interstate
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reements of States With One Another and With Forei ~s, 2 Minn.

L. Rev. 500 �918!; DurMr, Interstate cts and Co essional Consent,

36 Va. L. Rev. 753 �950!; Reisman and Simson, Interstate Agr~ts

in the American Federal S stan, 27 Rutgers L. Rev. 70 �973!,

26. Sec. 302  c! �!  c! .

27. Act of May 4, 1942, ch. 283 X 1-4, 56 Stat. 267.

28. See, e.g., W. Barton, ~su ra n. 17, at 22-23; R. Leach and R. Suggs, Jr.,

supra n. 17, at 167-176; W. Barton, A Case Study of the Atlantic States

Marine Fisheries Ccrnpact  unpublished M.A. Thesis, Fla. State Univ.,

1963! .

29. Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Ccrnpact,  hereafter referred to as

Ccmpact!, Art. I.

30. Id., Art. III.

31. People v. Central Railroad, 79 U.S. 455 �870!; Delaware River and Bay

Authority v. New Jersey Public Employment Carrnission, 112 N.J. Super.

160, 270 Atl. 2d 704 �970!; Henderson v. Delaware River Joint Toll

Bridge Ccmnission, 326 Pa. 475, 66 Atl. 848 �949!.

32. Ccarpact, Art. IV.

33. Id.

34. H. J. Res. 302, June 8, 1940, 76th Cong., 3rd Sess.

35. For a discussion of this point, see W. Barton, supra n. 17, at 22-24.

36. Act of Aug. 19, 1950, ch. 763 S S 1-4, 64 Stat. 467.

37. ld.

38. See Hearings on H.R. 7887 Before the Subcommittee on Fisheries and

Wildlife conservation of the House Qcmnittee on Merchant Marine and

Fisheries, 81st Gong. 2d Sess., at 125-127 �950!.
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39. Act of Aug. 19, 1950, ch. 763, S 3, 64 Stat. 467.

40. Hearings, suura n. 38 at 131-134, 136.

41. See, e.g. Va. Const., Sec 184a.

42. For general treatment of these problans, see Dixon, Constitutional

Bases for ionalism: Centralization, Interstate ct, Federal

Regional Taxation, 33 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 47, 70 �964!.

43. Act of Aug. 19, 1950, ch. 763 S 1, 64 Stat. 467.

44. Hearings, ~s >ra n. 38, at 122, 136.

45. Hearings, ~su ra n. 38, at 136-137.

46. See the authorities cited in n. 31 '

47. U. S. v. Southweatern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 �968!; Permian Basin

Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 �968!; American Trucking Association

v. Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe RR Co., 387 U.S. 397 �967!.

48. For an excellent discussion of this point and ~acy of its con-

d for the Exercisetinued usefulness, see Merrill, Standards, A Saf

of Del ated Power, 47 Neb. L. Rev. 469 �969!.

Treatise, S 2.02 �959! .

49. Id. at 475.

50. Davis, A New roach to Del ation, 36 U. Chi. L. Rev. 713, �969! .

51. See, e~., 12 Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. 4653 �974! which delegates to the

Maine ccrrrnissioners all powers "necessary and incidental" to carrying

out the business of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Canpact.

52 See, e.g., 12 Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. S S 4002 �974!  season closing

for scallops!; 4062  net size for shrimp!; 4202  restrictions on the use

of other trawls!; 4205  size limits on other trawlers!.

53. Act of Aug. 19, 1950, ch. 763, S 1, 64 Stat. 467.

54. For a discussion of this point, see K. Davis, Administrative Law
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55. Johnson v. Michigan Milk Marketing Board, 259 Mich. 644, 259 N.W.

346 �940! .

56. Bayside Timber Co. v. Board of Supervisors of San Mateo County,

20 Cal. App. 3d. 1, 97 Cal. Rptr. 431  Cal. App. 1st. Dist., 1971! .

57. State Board of Dry Cleaners v. Thrift<3-Lux Cleaners, 40 Cal.2d 436,

254 P.2d 29 �953! .

58. Bayside Timber Co. v. Board of Supervisors of San Mateo County, supra

n. 56.

59. City of Waukegan v. Pollution Control Board, 57 Ill.2d. 120, 311 N.E. 2d

146 �974!; Jackson v. Concord Co., 54 N.J. 113, 253 A.2d 793 �969!;

Wyooff v. Public Service Cairn., 13 Utah 2d 123, 369 P.2d 283 �962!:

Roby v. Hollis, 84 Wash.2d 88, 500 P.2d 97 �972!; General Drivers

and Helpers Union local 662 v. Wisconsin Brpl~t Relations Bd.,

21 Wis.2d 242, 124 N.W.2d 123 �963!.

60. ~ recent decisions are Broadhead v. Nxmghen, 238 Miss. 239, 117

So.2d. 881 �960!; State ex rel Lanier v. Vines, 274 N.C. 486,

164 S.E.2d 161 �968!.

60a. See City of Waukegan v. Pollution Control Board ~~ra n. 59, where the

fact that the Illim>is legislature had directed that reasonableness

of anission, character of the injury, value of the polluting source,

and its suitability of location influenced the court's decision to

uphold discretionary administrative fines.

61. Carpact Art. III.

62. Rules arrl Regulations, Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Corrmission, Art.

III, Sec. 2.

63. See F. Zirmerman and M. Nendall, supra n. 17 at 54-55 for further

discussion
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64. For an ~le of criminal prosecution by an interstate agency

see People v. l~xaxi, l64 N.Y.S.2d 204 �957! .

65. Wigley, Fishery for Northern Shr', Pandalus borealis, in the Gulf

of Maine, 35 Marine Fisheries Review 9, 10 �973.

66. Id. at 11.

67. Id. at 9.

68. Letter fran Lee M. Schepys, Ass't Attorney General of Maine to Dr.

W. M. Law+ence, Atlantic States Fisheries Carrnission, May 21, 1973

 in response to a request for a legal opinion on Aa~do~t One fran

the Maine Departxnent of Sea and Shore Fisheries! .

69. 12 Pk.. Rev. Stat. Ann. S 4653 �974!.

70. Id., S 4062�!.

71. See n. 52 for representative examples of legislative restrictions.

72. Letter frcxn Warren B. Buchan, Attorney General of New Hampshire to

Bernard W. Corson, Director, New Hampshire Fish and Game Department,

Aug. 24, 1973.

73. 12 Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. S 4062 �974! .

74. The New Hantpshire Regulation became effective on Nov. 20, 1973; the

Massachusetts regulation became effective on Sept. 21, 1973.

75. Warden's Report of Prosecution, State of Maine Department of Marine

Resources, by R.H. Fogg, May 1, 1974, Docket No. 19084.

76. 12 Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. S 4062�! �974!.

77. Act of Aug. 19, 1950, ch. 763, S 1, 64 Stat. 467.

78. The intent of this provision is simply to provide interested govern-

~tal officials and bodies notice of the forthcaning action should a

legislature desire to prevent the ~ssioners fran proceeding, it

would have to take affirmative legislative steps to bar further action.


